
PROCESS MAPPING
TEMPLATE



Does this
sound
familiar?

You’ve started your own business, o�ering consulting, creative services, digital marketing etc. And 
things are going well. Clients are happy, maybe you’ve hired a few people, the future is bright. 
Congratulations, you’re becoming a CEO!

BUT when it comes to automating, delegating, and getting the systems in place to make your life 
easier, you’re struggling. 

You’re �nding it di�cult to map out all the di�erent complex processes that you’ve developed over 
the years, much less teach them to someone else. Maybe it even feels like your own presence and 
expertise is essential to the work that your business is doing, and it’s just impossible to scale any 
further.

So instead, you might �nd yourself…
     Reviewing every deliverable yourself before they go to the client
     Taking too long to onboard new hires because the person who left didn’t have a set system
     Feeling anxious about delegating client work
     Second-guessing decisions because you’re not sure what the criteria should be
     Unable to take a vacation or focus on the 5- and 10-year plans, because you’re too bogged down in 
the weeds
      … and many, many other ways in which your attention is fragmented, your focus is shattered and 
your time is (frankly) wasted.

All of this can be solved, and you can make this transition from entrepreneur to CEO a smooth 
one...but the �rst step is to understand  and communicate what’s actually going on.

WELCOME, YOU’VE COME TO THE RIGHT PLACE!

Using this template will empower you to identify ine�ciencies in your existing processes, clarify 
decision criteria, and communicate how things work in a simple, actionable way.

Here is everything you need to gain a deep understanding of your business’s 
operating model, individual projects and all other business processes which exist, 
using just 1 page, 3 shapes and 3 notation conventions:
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GENERAL RULES AND GUIDELINES:

Process maps are from the end user 
point of view. This includes every action 
a user will perform to complete the 
process being reviewed. Do not include 
system functions or steps

All step descriptions should be written 
as action words.
Ex) Click this button or Review New Task

All process steps must have the system 
in which the action is executed within 
brackets at the top of the step

All process �ows will �ow generally 
from top left to bottom right

Swim lanes must be used, and will be 
used for representing ROLES ONLY. 
Roles should not be listed or 
designated anywhere else

With this methodology, you’ll have the ability to simplify any process in your business onto 
a single page.

L1 = High level overview of business process that target 
process belongs to.
Almost no detail explained

L2 = Detailed process �ow speci�cally for target 
process.
Functional details explained

L3...LN = Highly detailed process breakdown for a single 
process displayed in the above
process level. Can be as many levels down as necessary
Very granular details explained
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That’s how powerful the Cavi Method is.
Want to know how it works? Keep reading.

NOTE: If you’d like to see an example of how the template works in action, get access to 
our free video training with the creator of the Cavi Method, Sam Chin!

Link to a page at a di�erent detail
level (L1>L2)

Page Link ( Linked Page
Name )

[SYSTEM]
Process Step

(Discreet Unit of Work)

[SYSTEM]
Process Step

(Start or End of Process Only)

Use the comment
shape to add
nonprocess
step context or
information

Link to a page at the same detail
level (L2>L2)

or

L1

L2

L3

L1 L1

L2L2

L3

Embedded

Lateral

L3 L3

L2 L2 L2

L1

Opt. 3

Opt. 2
Opt. 1

DecisionNO

YES

Embedded



How to use the template
The template uses the “5 W’s” (what, who, where, when, why) to de�ne each step in any 
business process:

With this approach, there are only three shapes:

Square: Process Step

An uninterrupted action
step in the work�ow

[Target Process] Process Map (L_)
Created/Edited MM/DD/YYYY (V_)

DIAMOND

A process “terminal”
(start or end point)

SQUARE

Decision point

OVAL

[SYSTEM]

Work�ow
Action/Step

5. WHY ?4. WHEN ?

[3. WHERE ?]

1. WHAT ?

The Square represents
     An uninterrupted action. Use the square for any single step that needs to be completed. 
Lead with a verb to explain what action is being done. 
     The brackets contain a note of “Where” this step happens. For digital processes, this will 
be the systems or tools used to accomplish the step indicated within the Square (e.g. 
‘Quickbooks’ or ‘CRM’).
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The Diamond shape represents a decision that must be made. The text in this shape must 
be framed as a question, with all possible paths listed. 

The Oval represents a start and/or end point of a process. A single page of a process map 
will typically contain only one start terminal, but if a decision diamond is used with two (or 
more) alternative process paths, the page could then include end terminals for each of 
those process paths. 

Other non-shapes you can use:

These three shapes can be combined visually in this method to represent any process, no 
matter the complexity. 

Skeptical? If you can show us a process we can’t map using this template, we’ll send 
you a prize.

Diamond: Decision Point

Decision

Oval: Start/End Point

Other Mapping Conventions

[SYSTEM?]

Terminal Work�ow
Action/Step

     lines with arrows (connectors) that sequence and connect the shapes.
     comments in-line to note non-human system behavior (or other relevant notes)
     a “swim lane” in the left hand column for distinguishing roles 
     -(Note that this is strictly for human roles. This indicates that every step within a particu-
lar “lane” is done by that role.)  

Here is an example of simple Cavi style process map (illustrating a process used in a 
services �rm) so you can see how it looks when it’s all put together:
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Use the blank template example on the next 
page to start mapping your process. 

Congratulations, you’re on your way to a bigger, 
better, and more e�cient business!

Ready to try it out for yourself? 

Got questions or feedback?
We’d love to hear from you.

Email us at
info@caviconsulting.com

Want a complete walkthrough of the
template? Check out our free video
training with the creator of the Cavi
Method, Sam Chin! 
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[Email]
Organize work order

requirements and
documents

[Email]
Receive Product X

 order request in client
speci�c email

dropbox

The email address
receive emails and 

automatically
creates back o�ce

tickety

[Email]
Review Product X 

order request within 
client dropbox

[Email]
Send “order initiation”

template & info to
bo�ce@corp.com

[Word]
Prepare “order Initiation

template” and
prepare docs to send

[TicketPro]
Receive ticket with
template, docs, and

ddetails for new order
initiation

[Xtreme]
Set up Product X 

order using template;
gather, organize and 

upload docs

[TicketPro]
Forward ticket to

manager for review

[TicketPro]
Receive and review

completed Product X
order initiation ticket

[TicketPro]
Send approved
ticket back with

minor edits if
necessary

[TicketPro/Xtrme]
Receive approved
ticket and update

order record if any 
edits requested

[TicketPro]
Close ticket

Closing the ticket
automatically sends email to

order team email dropbox

Request in China
O�ce?

No

Yes

[Email]
Send Information

guide to client
providing details
about product X

[Xtreme]
Review the Product X 

order for errors and submit
 to “document review”

Proper use of “Line call
out” to comment on 

system behavior

[Email]
Receive product order
set up email in client

speci�c email
dropbox

Proper use of  “Swimlane” to organized steps

Proper use of  “Connector”
to sequence steps

Proper use of “Oval”
to represent a terminal

process step

Proper use of “Square”
to represent a
process step

Proper use of “Diamond”
to represent a
process decision

[Email]
Send request details
and supporting docs

Identify work need
for Product X

[Internal System]
Create Product X work

order; upload all
relevant documents
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[Target Process] Process Map (L2)
Edited by (Insert Name) / Edited MM/DD/YYYY (V#.#)
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